
 

 

Eighty of Indiana’s top girls high school basketball prospects participated 
in the invitation only IGBRR All-Indiana Showcase on Sunday August 21st 
in Noblesville, Indiana. The showcase included players from four 
different classes (16) 2017s, (22) 2018s, (28) 2019s, (14) 2020s. The 
participants included 24 six footers and 20 top 10 prospects, within their 
class, across the 2018,19,20 underclassmen. The uncommitted 2017 
class included 14 of the class’s top 100 players that brought in over 20 
NAIA/D3 college coaches to the event.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The event started with a hour of station work. The 
participants rotated between four station including skill 
training with Vanard Hollins of Always 100, a lecture from 
Riverview Hospital’s Sports Enhancement, a progression 
shooting station ran by Phil Taylor of Envision Sports and a 
plyo workout with Travis Best of the Athlete Factory. The next 
three hours of the event included four 32 minute running 
clock games from each squad, . The showcase teams were 
coached by some of the top high school coaches and trainers 
in Indiana. Team rosters and participant list are available at 
IGBRR.COM. Following are just a few of the participants that 
stood out throughout the event.  
 



2016 ALL-INDIANA SHOWCASE TEAM 

 
As selected by the showcase coaches: L/R - 2017Madison Dalton (Logansport), 2018 Jenasae Bishop(East Chicago 

Central), 2020 Sydney Parrish (Hamilton Southeastern), 2018 Katlyn Gilbert (Heritage Christian), 2018 Kayana Traylor 
(Martinsville), 2019 Sophia Nolan (Marquette Catholic), 2019 Emma Nolan (Marquette Catholic), 2019 Rikki Harris 

(North Central). 2019 Sydney Freeman (Central Noble), 2018 Mya Scheidt (Crown Point) 

TEAM ORANGE 4-0 

 
Front row L/R-2018 M.Scheidt (Crown Point), 2017 A.Minix (North White),  2019 M.Toon (Bloomfield), S.Freeman 

(Central Noble), 2018 K.Patton (Inpls Cathedral). Back row L/R- 2018 L.Brown (DeKalb), 2017 T.Drury (Eastern Pekin), 
2019 C.Gibson (Jeffersonville), 2020 R.Loobie (Franklin Central),2018 E.Scaggs (Mooresville) 



2017 
 

 
MADISON DALTON  W Logansport  
Selected to the All-Showcase Team by the coaches. Madison may have created the biggest buzz of any 
senior in the gym, with her long distance shooting. Not only did she knock down five threes in her 
showcase court game but hit more triples than any prospect during the event. Solid 5’10 frame, a 
noted 3 point shooter, plays an intelligent game and does a good job of using her length to rebound 
from the wing spot.  JR HS Stats  11PPG  7RPG 

 

 

 
TAYLOR DRURY  F Eastern Pekin 
Taylor played a big part in Team Orange’s undefeated day. She produced offensively with a nice skill 
set and athleticism, while also doing a lot of the dirty of work of going to the boards hard and 
defending taller post players effectively. Taylor is an under recruited senior that has produced at the 
high school and grassroots levels and proved once again that she can compete against the highest 
level prospects. JR HS Stats  18PPG  11RPG 

 

 

 

AUDREY MINIX  G North White 
Another member of the undefeated Team Orange, that made strong contributions throughout the 
day. Audrey was steady on both ends and consistent throughout the event. Strong 5’10 frame with 
the ability to play and defend multiple spots. She scores the ball in multiple ways, from the 3 point 
line to operating around the basket. High IQ player that rebounds the ball very well from the 
backcourt.  JR HS Stats  20PPG  13RPG 

 

 

 

 
CLAIRE RAUCK  SG Providence 
A well respected shooter in the 2017 class that uses her savvy and babll IQ to get  herself scoring 
opportunities and to the line. Can handle when needed, moves well off the ball and while a noted 
shooter doesn’t mind playing physical around the basket. She was consistent throughout her four 
games, making the most of her touches, scoring, getting teammates involved and valuing possessions. 
JR HS Stats  14PPG  4RPG 
 

 

 



2018 
 
KATLYN GILBERT  G Heritage Christian 
Selected as a member of the All-Showcase Team by the coaches. Kate’s skill and athleticism was on 
display throughout the event. Not only recognized as one of the top prospects in the Indiana 2018 
class but also one of the top 2018s nationally. Long frame with superior skill set and athleticism make 
her one of the more versatile guards in the country. Has multiple high D1 offers.  
 

 

 
KAYANA TRAYLOR  G Martinsville 
Selected as a member of the All-Showcase Team by the coaches. Kayana is another Indiana 2018 that 
is a nationally recognized prospect, that has already committed to Purdue University. She put up the 
second biggest single game output of the day with a 19 point game on the showcase court. Lightning 
quick lefty, that is hard to contain off the bounce. Creates with skill and athleticism for herself and 
teammates. Multiple high D1 offers, Purdue University commit.  

 

 

 
LEIGHA BROWN  G DeKalb 
Leigha was a steady performer throughout the event, being productive with her touches and 
opportunities. Long strong 6’1 guard frame with versatile offensive skill set. She can shoot the deep 
three, has a nice pull up mid-range jumper and is able to finish going to the basket against smaller 
matchups. Leigha had a tremendous spring/summer on the grassroots tour and has positioned 
herself among the elite in her class. Multiple D1 offers 

 

 
 
MYA SCHEIDT  PG Crown Point 
Selected as a member of the All-Showcase Team by the coaches. Was a strong performer for the 
undefeated Team Orange. Handling, creating for teammates, while getting hers including a 15 point 
game. Mya is a little bit under the radar when compared to some of the others in 2018 guard strong 
class but she proved her invite to the showcase was well deserved. A high motor true point guard 
that can handle against pressure, good court vision allows her to set the table but as demonstrated 
can score with skill when needed. 

 

 

JENASAE BISHOP  G East Chicago Central 
Selected as a member of the All-Showcase Team by the coaches. Another versatile guard in the 2018 
class. Has the handles and confidence to run the point and the athleticism and skill set to play and 
defend multiple spots on the floor. A true scorer that is able to create opportunities off the bounce 
going to the rim and a capable jumper. Multiple D1 offers 



2019 
 

RIKKI HARRIS   G North Central 
Selected as a member of the All-Showcase Team. Rikki is one the most natural and fluid scorers in the 
state regardless of class. Her 5’10 length along with superior athleticism make her a versatile as the come 
on both ends of the court. Particularly dangerous off the bounce and difficult to handle once she gets into 
the paint. Had a very effective grassroots season and carried it over to showcase as well. Multiple D1 
offers. 

 

 

CARISSA GARCIA  PG FTW Concordia 
If there was an 11th spot on the All-Showcase team, Carissa had to be on the short list. Only ten spots 
but likes others she was deserving. She had a big day from start to finish, working hard and smart as 
always. Not only did she put up two of the biggest games with 18 & 20 point performances, she was 
dropping her share of dimes as well. A true point with exceptional handles, good decisions making with 
the ball, and as noted a very capable scorer. D1 offer. 

 

 

EMMA NOLAN  W Marquette Catholic 
Selected as a member of the All-Showcase Team.  6’1 top of the class prospect with a versatile skill set. 
While the Nolan twins have very similar skill sets, Emma does a little more of her work around the 
basket on both ends. Plays physical in the paint, rebounds well, blocks shots. Very capable from the 
wing, comfortable with the ball and can knock down the jumper including the three. Multiple D1 offers 

 

 

 

SOPHIA NOLAN  W Marquette Catholic 
Selected as a member of the All-Showcase Team. Simply as versatile as they come with all the tools as a 
top prospect in the 2019 class. A 6’1 solid frame, that is comfortable with the ball in the open court and 
on the wing, knocks down jumpers out to the 3 and able to play in the paint as well. Used that 
versatility throughout her contest to be the dominate player on the floor for her squad. Multiple D1 
offers 

 

 

 

HALEY SWING   W Homestead 
Has had a solid skill set for her frame for a while but now becoming more aggressive, fluid and confident 
in using her bball and physical tools. Comfortable and skilled player with the ball from the wing but 
starting to blossom with her ability to operate going to and at the basket with strength, footwork and 
finishing ability. Rebounding and defending at a high level as well. 

 



 

 
ADDISYN BLACKWELL PG Bloomington South 
A hard noised true point with a high motor. Had a solid day, including the biggest single game point 
performance with a 24 point effort in roughly 16 minutes of work. Does a good job of making 
decisions with the ball, valuing possessions and pushing the ball in transition with vision. D1 offer 

 

 

 

 

JORIE ALLEN   W Bedford North Lawrence 
Jorie is one of the top prospects in the 2019 class and is coming off a very nice high school season at 
4A powerhouse BNL. She missed some time during the summer and isn’t completely back but it 
wasn’t evident at the showcase as she performed at a high level for her squad. She has a strong 
forward frame that is combined with guard skills. Can handle with confidence in the open court, 
works aggressively with power around the basket and demonstrates a high bball iq and smooth feel 
for the game. Multiple high D1 offers 

 

 

SYDNEY FREEMAN  PG Central Noble 
Selected as a member of the All-Showcase Team. Sydney is coming off a very productive grassroots 
season and quickly becoming regarded as one of the top true point prospects in the 2019 class. Excels 
at making solid decisions with the ball, facilitating and setting the table for teammates and 
demonstrates she has a very capable scoring skill set when called on. Helped lead her Team Orange 
to a 4-0 record for the day, controlling tempo, feeding teammates while get her share. D1 offer. 

 

 

 
2020  

 
 
SYDNEY PARRISH  G Hamilton Southeastern 
Selected as a member of the All-Showcase Team. Sydney is considered one of the top incoming frosh in 
the state and already recognized nationally in her 2020 class. A long 6’1 guard that has a skill set beyond 
her years, a high basketball IQ and an competitive motor to go with it. She performed at a high level 
throughout the day against older D1 talent, having multiple contest that she scored double digits in.  
High D1 offers. 
 

 

 



 

RACHEL LOOBIE  W Franklin Central 
We have written Rachel up a couple times over the summer and she didn’t disappoint at the showcase. 
She had a strong showing for the 4-0 Team Orange scoring in double digits multiple games. Another 
long 5’11 skilled incoming frosh that is versatile on both ends. Capable of knocking down the three, 
operating with skill and athleticism around the basket and uses her instincts, length, and athleticism to 
cause havoc on the defensive end. Has all the tools to be a star in the 2020 class. 

 

 

 
MADISON WEBB  F/C Bedford North Lawrence 
Madison played up on a strong 2019 squad during the grassroots season. She has a big strong 6’2 post 
frame and demonstrates good touch and footwork around the basket. She separates herself with her 
ability to stretch the floor with  her consistent effective 3 point shooting ability. Madison was solid 
contributor throughout the event, scoring in double digits in multiple contest. One of the top 2020 
post prospects to keep an eye on. 

 

 

 

SYDNEY GRABER  F/W Homestead 
Sydney was another 2020 that had a strong showing at the showcase. A 6’0 lefty wing with a forward 
frame that shot the ball very well from beyond the arch. Demonstrated the ability to handle the ball in 
the open court and created her own shot off the bounce against aggressive closeouts. Nice 
combination of size, skill, and agility. 
 

 

 

 


